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SUBJECT HEADING OUTLINE
WITH SEARCH TERMS AND INDEX NUMBERS
Index Number
I. NEGOTIATION (strategies and theories)
With or Without Assistance of a 3rd-party Neutral
{1} General
H. MEDIATION
{21} Related Processes -
General
NEG: W/ OR W/O ASSIST OF 3D-PARTY
NEUTRAL-GENERAL
MED: RELATED PROCESSES-
GENERAL
III. NON-BINDING RECOMMENDATION PROCEDURES
{38} General NON-BINDING RECOMMENDATION
PROC- GENERAL
PROC- EARLY NEUTRAL EVAL
IV. ARBITRATION
Mandatory, Court Annexed Arbitration
{44} General ARB: MANDATORY,
ANNEXED- GENERAL
VI. SUBJECT MATTER APPLICATIONS
General
Antitrust
Commercial
Civil Rights
SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
SUBJ MATTER: ANTITRUST
SUBJ MATTER: COMMERCIAL
SUBJ MATTER: CIVIL RIGHTS
COURT-
{74}
{75}
{76}
{77}
{78}
{79}
{80}
{81}
{82}
{83}
{84}
{85}
{86}
{87}
{88}
{89}
{90}
{91}
{92}
{93}
{94}
{95} Labor-
Management (Union)
{96} Labor - Employment
(Non-union)
{97} Maritime
{98} Medical Malpractice
{99} Other Professional
Malpractice
{1001 Prisons
1101}
{102}
{103}
{104}
{105}
Probate
Public Policy
Public Utilities
Regulatory
Science & Technology
{106} Securities
{107}
{108}
{109}
{110}
Sports and
Entertainment
Tax
Toxic Torts
Torts - Other
Community
Consumer
Construction
Corporate
Criminal
Education
Environment
Family
(Domestic Rel.)
Farm
Government
Government
Contracts
Hospitals
Housing - Rental
Insurance
International
Labor - General
Labor -
Discrimination
SUBJ MATTER: COMMUNITY
SUBJ MATTER: CONSUMER
SUBJ MATTER: CONSTRUCTION
SUBJ MATTER: CORPORATE
SUBJ MATTER: CRIMINAL
SUBJ MATTER: EDUCATION
SUBJ MATTER: ENVIRONMENT
SUBJ MATTER: FAMILY
(DOMESTIC REL)
SUBJ MATTER: FARM
SUBJ MATTER: GOVT
SUBJ MATTER: GOVT CONTRACTS
SUBJ MATTER: HOSPITALS
SUBJ MATTER: RENTAL HOUSING
SUBJ MATTER: INSURANCE
SUBJ MATTER: INT'L
SUBJ MATTER: LABOR-GENERAL
SUBJ MATTER: LABOR-
DISCRIMINATION
SUBJ MATTER: LABOR-
MANAGEMENT (UNIONS)
SUBJ MATTER: EMPLOYMENT (NON-
UNIONS)
SUBJ MATTER: MARITIME
SUBJ MATTER: MEDICAL
MALPRACTICE
SUBJ MATTER: OTHER PROF
MALPRACTICE
SUBJ MATTER: PRISONS
SUBJ MATTER: PROBATE
SUBJ MATTER: PUBLIC POLICY
SUBJ MATTER: PUBLIC UTILITIES
SUBJ MATTER: REGULATORY
SUBJ MATTER: SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY
SUBJ MATTER: SECURITIES
SUBJ MATTER: SPORTS &
ENTERTAINMENT
SUBJ MATTER: TAX
SUBJ MATTER: TOXIC TORTS
SUBJ MATTER: OTHER TORTS
Authority to Settle
Enforcement of Settle-
ment or Award
VII. THIRD PARTY ISSUES
11141 Practice of Law by
Third Party Neutral
IX. SETTLEMENT
3RD PARTY: PRACTICE OF LAW
SETTLEMENT: AUTHORITY
SETTLEMENT: ENFORCEMENT OF
SETTLEMENT OR AWARD
SETTLEMENT: PRESSURES TO SETTLE
COMPARISONS: CROSS-CULTURAL
COMPARISONS: HISTORICAL
XI. REQUIREMENTS TO USE
{121}
{122}
1123} Pressures to Settle
or Not Challenge
X. COMPARISONS
{124}
{125}
Cross-cultural
Historical
{126} Contractual Clauses
to Use
{127} Mandate to Use
{128} Statutory or Rules
Requirements to Use
XII. MISCELLANEOUS
{132} Confidentiality
{133} Court Reforms to
Accommodate
Dispute Resolution
Process
{134} Dispute Prevention
{136} Economic Advantages
of ADR
{137} Effect of Process on
REQUIREMENTS: CONTRACTUAL
CLAUSES
REQUIREMENTS: MANDATE TO USE
REQUIREMENTS: STATUTORY OR
RULES
CONFIDENTIALITY
COURT REFORM
DISPUTE PREVENTION
ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF ADR
EFFECT OF PROCESS ON NON-
Non-Participatory PARTICIPATORY PARTIES
Parties
Ethics - General ETHICS: GENERAL
Ethics - Misrepresenta- ETHICS: MISREPRESENTATION,
tion and Failure to FAILURE TO DISCLOSE
Disclose
Legislation
Ombudsperson
Organization
Policies and Rules
Power Imbalance
Quality Control
Role of Lawyers
Teaching
{138}
{139}
{144}
{145}
{146}
{147}
{149}
{151}
{155}
LEGISLATION
OMBUDSPERSON
ORGANIZATION POLICIES AND
RULES
POWER IMBALANCE
QUALITY CONTROL
ROLE OF LAWYERS
TEACHING
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